In this note, we express the hill function <t>n(x) of an order n as a Fourier cosine series which is of simple form that allows proving the function's basic properties. For the hill functions of higher order (15 < n < 50) the form of the coefficients makes the series "essentially" self-truncating. For such high order hill functions, this truncated series (with thirty terms) computes the hill function with the same accuracy as the method of Legendre polynomials with local coordinates, but without the latter required n coefficients which are to be computed in advance. The preliminary time analysis indicates that the time for the two methods starts to be the same at n ~ 15, changes slightly for the cosine series for n > 15 and varies roughly as n for the localized Legendre polynomial method.
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In comparison with the most recent efficient methods which require a storage of order n, this note's method required a storage of the order 25-40 for n < 60, executed with almost the same speed and accuracy and stayed stable as long as the above methods did. The hill functions of higher order have proved important in the finite element method [2] of approximating the solutions by a finite sum. For such high orders the computations of the explicit form [1] show an extreme instability, so Legendre polynomial expansions [3] , with localized coordinates for each of the R + 1 subintervals, and other more efficient methods [4] , [5] were recently employed to eliminate this instability. The method in [3] is an accurate finite sum but, for large R, it does put a constraint on the storage locations, required for its precomputed (R + I)2 coefficients. This is not the case for the most recent methods [4] , [5] where the required storage is of order R + 1. Also, neither the exact explicit form [1] nor the localized Legendre polynomial [3] form seem to be suitable for proving some basic properties of the hill function which we plan to illustrate.
In the next section, we will express <t>R + x(cj) as a Fourier cosine series on the whole integral [~a(R + 1), a(R + 1)] with a simple form for the coefficients that makes the series "essentially" self-truncating. In the last section, we will use this . In (4) we note the simple form of the coefficients and their advantage in making the series a selftruncating one for large R. We may also mention that this property of the hill function's Fourier coefficients has been used [6] indirectly to make the cardinal (sampling) series, in communication theory, a self-truncating one.
For large R (R> 10) the Ath (N ~ 30) partial sum of (4) gives as accurate an approximation of the hill function as that of the Legendre polynomial expansion [3] with local coordinates. Such N term computations may be compared with R + 1 terms for each of the (R + l)/2 subintervals (R odd) a total of (R + l)2/2 terms, required by the localized Legendre polynomials method to describe 0# + 1(w) on the whole interval. This is in addition to the latter method storage constraint for the (R + I)2 coefficients that have to be computed in advance. The preliminary computations done on IBM 360/44-S show that for R = 10, with the same accuracy, the exact explicit form [1] takes the least time followed by the Legendre method. As R reached 15, the explicit form suffered from instability while the Legendre and the co- is the desired result. To show (6) for even R the same steps would be followed except that we now consider R + 1 = 2m + 1 equal subintervals.
